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Benefit for St. Petersburg's Arts Community

For the past year, you have heard about the creation and growth of the St. Petersburg Arts Alliance – the only 501(c)3 organization that is committed to the financial success and organizational stability of our St. Pete arts and cultural community. If you believe as we do, that a thriving arts and cultural community is one of the reasons we love to live and work here, we hope you will support us … and we have a terrific way for you to do that.

MUSE@MFA will celebrate St. Petersburg's artistic inspiration on January 31 at the Museum of Fine Arts. How can you resist an event that promises: No stiff tuxes! No boring speeches! No rubber chicken dinner! MUSE@MFA will be a pARTy! The premiere of an immersive digital art exhibit, pop-up performances, artful dinner courses, imaginative fashion, a silent auction, and the inaugural Muse Arts Awards will create an entertaining arts benefit.

As our first fundraiser for this start-up organization, we really need your help. Will you buy two tickets? Will you buy four tickets and bring two friends? Click on MUSE@MFA and you will be taken to our MUSE page and order form. (We are not sending printed invitations, rather saving money via email to raise funds.)

We are truly becoming a City of the Arts, and the St. Petersburg Arts Alliance has proven that the return on investment in the arts is measurable. A community that values arts and culture attracts employees, businesses, tourists, and new residents – all the components of an economically and artistically vibrant city. Think about why you love St. Pete, and make plans to join the pARTy!

Thanks so much. We hope to see you there!

John Collins
The St. Petersburg Arts Alliance strives to be the community voice for the arts -- empowering artists, arts organizations and creative businesses to work collaboratively. We advocate for the arts, facilitate the growth of the arts community, and drive arts-related economic development in St. Petersburg.